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Can this be done, where is the Menu Trying to use my usb cable for a USB stick with a wireless router
on the stick. Also when plugged in USB should be recognized as it is as a network port. The stick -is
recognized as such but the router shows no network devices. I'm connecting my galaxy tab to my
wireless internet router through bluetooth. The pic is the side with the usb cable pluged in. Any

ideas? thanks A: Have you tried moving the USB stick out of the way, close the port, and see if the
network connectivity will then become available? If it does, then it's probably something that's

happening on the Tab itself, but I suspect that if it still doesn't work, then the problem is with your
router/AP. Q: How can I validate UITextField's text before saving the model? In my app I have a table
view, where I allow users to set a "Password" for their account. I am using core data and to save the
password I have to provide a "Password Requirements" UIAlertView before it can save to the model.
How would I go about preventing the user from being able to save to the database unless there is a

"Password Requirement" met? A: You can override your model save's method to validate your
password. Validation is a good pattern to follow, validating your password is important to the user's
security. Please check the URL you have copied in the link to ensure that you have not made any
changes to the link and have followed the link instructions. If you receive an error message when

opening a page please copy the error message and paste it into a new post along with a description
of how you have followed the link. This will help us to identify and correct any problems with the link.

Alternatively you can contact Send us a message with the link to the page you want to visit. This
forum is moderated by the moderators to help control spam, unnecessary noise, off-topic posts and

advertisements. This forum is reserved for Site admins and moderators only, with the rest of the
members being politely asked to stay out.1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to a method

and apparatus for the manufacture of cement clinker products. More particularly, this invention
relates to a method and apparatus for the manufacture of cement clinker.
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